GLOSSARY OF PERSONS
quintus calaber (fl. 491), a Greek epic poet, wrote a continuation
of Homer.
racine, jean (1639-99), French dramatic poet, presented his
characters in a more human and natural form than did Corneille,
and depicted the society around him.
rader, matthew (1561-1634), German Jesuit and scholar, caused the
nudes in the illustrations to his books to be covered with vast
fig leaves.
radford, william (1623-73), scholar and Fellow of Trinity College,
where he was a contemporary of Aubrey. Ejected from his
fellowship by the Parliamentary Visitors, he opened a school at
Richmond.
raleigh, carew (1605-66), only surviving son of Sir Walter Raleigh,
was restored in blood in 1628, and sat as M.P. for Haslemere
from 1648 to 165 3 and again in 165 9, He was nominated Governor
of Jersey in 1660.
raleigh, walter (1593-1617). Aubrey says Sir Walter Ralegh's
eldest son, Walter, by his first Wife, was killed in America, as you may
find in the Historie of the World. My cosen Whitney was coetaman
with this Walter Ralegb at Qxon. I have now forgot of what house he
was of: but I remember he told me that he was a handsome lusty stout
fellow> very bold, and apt to affront, Spake Latin very fluently ; and
was a notable disputent and courser, and would never be out of countenance
nor baffeled*
ranelagh, lady (d. 1691), was a daughter of the great Earl of Cork
and wife of Arthur, 2nd Viscount Ranelagh. Robert Boyle lived
with her in Pall Mall from 1669 until their deaths within seven
days of each other.
rawunson, richard (1690-1755), topographer and non-juring
bishop, devoted himself to antiquarian pursuits and foreign travel,
and was Aubrey's earliest editor.
ray, john (1627-1705}, naturalist and friend of Aubrey, agreed with
Francis Willughby in 1662 to attempt a systematic description of
the whole organic world, himself undertaking the plants. On the
death of Willughby (1672) Ray took up his friend's unfinished
zoological labours. He devoted himself to insects from 1690
and at bis death left a completed classification of the group. His
varied labours have caused him to be considered the father of
natural history in this country, and as a botanist he has won the
highest commendation from his greatest successors.
richardson, sir thomas (1569-1635), judge and Speaker of the
House of Commons. As Chief Justice of the Common Pleas he
refused in 1628 to allow Felton to be racked to induce confession,
a step which marks an epoch in the history of criminal jurisprud-
ence. He later came into conflict with Laud for suppressing
** wakes " or Sunday revels.
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